
Baltimore ‘Can be National Model’ for
Turning Racial Problems Around - Civil
Rights Leader

WASHINGTON, April 30 (Sputnik) - Baltimore can become a model for
how the United States can solve racial issues that still pervade the
country, Reverend Al Sharpton said at the National Action Network
Press Conference on Thursday. “Baltimore can be a national model of
how we turn it around,” Sharpton said. On Monday, protests that
turned into riots erupted in Baltimore after the funeral of 25-year-old
African American man Freddie Gray, who died of a spinal cord injury
while in police custody. Rioters threw stones at the police, injuring 20
officers, destroyed 144 cars and 15 buildings, and looted stores.
Sharpton argued that Baltimore needs to show it is committed to
changing the way race relations have been addressed in the United
States, following the deaths of Freddei Gray and other African
Americans at the hands of police in the past year. “We do know
whatever happens going forward will set a national tone to a national
solution,” Sharpton said. “No justice means you cannot have real
peace without justice.” Sharpton noted that most US citizens want
quiet, but Baltimore wants real peace, and real peace will come with
the presence of justice for the death of Freddie Gray. “To be here
almost two weeks later and not know why he lost his life, people are
playing games,” Sharpton said. “In the deep south, where a young man
in Charleston was killed, the policeman arrested and fired. To say
there’s more respect for life in the Deep South, where they have a
Confederate flag fly over the state’s capital, is disappointing.”
Sharpton concluded that the National Action Network will work to hold
those accountable in Baltimore for the decisions they make with
regards to getting Freddie Gray justice. A weeklong curfew is in effect
in Baltimore from 10 p.m. until 5 a.m. as Baltimore police,
strengthened by police from neighboring regions and the Maryland
National Guard, patrol the city. Solidarity protests have erupted
throughout the United States, including in New York City, Boston and
Washington, DC.
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